TAK-spot004
四国村

SHIKOKU MURA (Takamatsu)

Shikoku-mura

91 Yashima Naka-cho, Takamatsu
TEL 087-843-3111
http://www.shikokumura.or.jp/

The scenery of old Japan and old Shikoku will calm the heart

Introduction

Map Info

This is an outdoor museum where old
houses from the four prefectures of
Kagawa, Ehime, Kochi and Tokushima
have been transfered and restored. It is also
used in chidren’s social studies program.
The facility is rich in nature, and inside you
will find old farmhouses and equipment that
will give a taste of the old lifestyles, in
addition to a soy sauce production facility
and other traditional industries. There is
also an agricultural kabuki theatre stage
(Noson Kabuki) where local people become
actors and put on Kabuki shows.
There are active pieces of art by the carver
Nagare Masayuki and the Shikoku-mura
Gallery, designed by the architect Ando
Tadao. You can experience different types
of art here. In the gallergy you will find a
wide range of pieces, including carvings,
Buddha images and scrolls. You can also
see a waterscape park (Suikei Tei-en) that
makes use of the slope that extends below
the balcony.
For a rest or a meal, you can visit the Tea
Room Ijin-kan, which is the tranfered Ijinkan (Foreigners Residence) from Kobe in
Hyogo Prefecture, or Waraya, a refurbished
old farmhouse.

Lat 34.3439767

Facility Info
Lon 134.1064575

April - October: 8:30-17:00
November - March 8:30-16:30

The location can be checked on a map
online by entering the lat-lon coordinates
into a smart phone connected to the
Internet.

No holidays
Adult 800 JPY, Highschool student 500
JPY, Elementary and middleschool
student 300 JPY, (Entrance to the
Gallery Adult 500 JPY, Highschool
student 300 JPY, Elementary and
middleschool student 300 PY) *
Discount for joint addmission to
Shikoku-mura and Gallery

Access and Main Routes
JR Yashima Station
Approx. 20 minutes from JR
Takamatsu Station on the Kotoku
Line. Approx. 10 minutes from JR
Yashima Station

200 cars *Can accommodate 5 large
buses

Takamatsu Center IC
Approx. 15 minutes from
Takamatsu Center IC by car

Available inside facilities
Free Wifi: Available
(Parking lot, and entrance area only)

Takamatsu Airport
Multilingual Tools: Pamphlet,
Approx. 40 minutes from Takamatsu Airport byexplanation
car
Required Time
Approx. 120 minutes
Recommended
Season
All year
Indoor/Outdoor
Outdoor (partially indoor)
Ref

n
Nearby
Facilities

Yashima TAK-spot002 / Zaigo Udon Main Branch Waraya KAG-udon001 / Hayama Barbeque and Korean Food KAG-yaki002

（公社）香川県観光協会

